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ABSTRACT 

LBL-10499 

A shallow donor complex observed by several authors in ultra-pure 

germanium grown in a hydrogen atmosphere is attributed to an oxygen-

hydrogen system. Photoconductivity data under stress are presented. An 

abrupt transition in the spectra at a well defined stress (2.1 x, 108 dyn 

cm-2) is found. It is explained by a theory which involves dynamic tun-

neling of the hydrogen in the vicinity of an oxygen center. The com

parison with other complex donors and acceptors supports the model. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

In ultra pure germanium with net acceptor or net donor 

concentrations <10 11 cm- 3 several new shallow levels have 

' '-1-7.,~ been recently dlscovered.'v/ A donor, which we label D(H,O) 

and which is the subject of this paper, is found in rapidly 

quenched crystals grown in a hydrogen atmosphere YJ from a 

melt contained in a synthetic quartz crucible. The growth 

atmosphere proved to be relevant when it was shown that 

the ground state becomes slightly shallower in crystals 

grown in a deuterium environment. This isot~pe shift is a 

direct proof of the presence of a single hydrogen atom ~ in 

D(H,O). The donor D(H,O) belongs to a new class of impurity 

complexes which con£ist of one substitutional and one 

interstitial impurity: the substitutional impurity is in 

this case most probably oxygen and the interstitial, hydrogen, 

Recently the existence of three such impurity complexes has 

been demonstrated in germanium, the donor~ LiO and the 

acceptors W SiH and CH. 

In these complexes the interstitials are either lithium 

or hydrogen. They normally are fast diffusing donors in 

germanium, but in these complexes they tunnel around a 

heavier element (oxygen, silicon or carbon). We call these 

latter dynamic tunneling systems. 

We present in this paper experimental results on 

D(H,O) and a theoretical model which explains the striking 

photoelectric spectra obtained with it. Though similar in 



nature to the LiO complex, D(H,O) has dramatically dif~ 

ferent properties due to the much smaller size of the 

hydrogen atom. 

The possibility of donors associated with OH complexes 

has been suggested before by Schoenmakers et al. \Y 

2. EXPERIMENTS 

2.1 General background 

HallY} discovered a shallow acceptor/ donor palr ln 

rapidly quenched samples of ultra~pure germanium. He. showed 

that the two defects were not of simple elemental character 

and studied their thermal annealing kinetics. Over the past 

several vears varlous investigators discovered special pro~ 

perties of this novel acceptor/donor pair. Only recently 

it has become possible to create a comprehensive model of 

the acceptor. The acceptor A(H,Si) is a substitutional 

silicon impurity in the germanium lattice which binds a 

hydrogen atom. Hydrogen tunnels between four equivalent 

. . \7/ 
real space posltlons. V The other member of the pair D(H,O), 

lS the subject of this study. 

The following experimental facts have been accumulated 

over the past several years. The donor contains hydrogen, 

and most probably only one hydrogen atom, as has been shown 

by an isotope shift in the donor groundstate. ~ The shift 

ls produced when hydrogen is substituted by deuterium. The 

donor can be created in ultra~pure germanium crystals grown 

in a hydrogen atmosphere from a melt contained in quartz. 
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It cannot be generated in crystals which either do not con-

tain oxygen (crystals grown from a melt contained in 

graphite) or which contain silicon at a concentration much 

higher than oxygen~ (crystals grown from a melt contained 

in quartz and doped with silicon). The last two findings 

make it clear that free oxygen is required for the formation 

of D(H,O). 

2.2 Piezospectroscopy studies 

Already the very early photothermal ionization spectra 

of ultra-pure germanium samples showed a special featur~ of 

D(H,O), The lines due to transitions of an electron from 

the groundstate to one of the bound excited states were much 

sharper for D(H,O) than for el~mental donors such as phos

phorous or arsenic.~ It was not clear to the various 

experimenters that they all had observed Hall's rapid-quench 

donor. (This explains the multiplicity of inconsistent 

notations found in the literature.) The extraordinary sharp-

ness of the D(H,O) lines can readily be understood from our 

piezospectroscopy studies. 
? 

Samples measuring 1 x l x 6 mmvwere cut, lapped and 

etched~with their long axis parallel to the [111], [110] 

or [100] direction. All the ultra-pure germanium crystals 

used were n-type, They were grown in a hydrogen atmosphere 

from a melt contained in a ouartz crucible. Two small tin 

contacts were formed on one long side under argon with the 



brief injection of dry HCl gas to insure good wetting of 

the germanium by the tin. After the samples were held for 

a few minutes at ~620 K they were dropped in pure water 

at room temperature. Such a quenching procedure was ade~ 

quate for the production of a sufficient concentration of 

D(H,O) ([D(H,O)] ~ [ND-NA]). 

Uniaxial stress was applied parallel to the long axls 

of a sample using a spring and lever stress rig inside a 

helium dewar. ~ A Fourier Transform spectrometer with a 

resolution <8~eV served as the IR~source. ~ 

Three photothermal ionization spectra of a sample con~ 

taining D(H,O) and shallow phosphorous donors are shown in 

Figure 1. The nhydrogenic" \J set of lines of the phosphorous 

spectrum move with increasing stress (compression) along the 

[ 111] direction towards lower energies as expected. V The 

nhydrogenic" set of lines of the D(H,O) spectra react totally 

differently to stress. The lines do not change their posi~ 

tions but at a certain value of stress (~2 x 10 8dyn cm- 2 ) 

their intensity starts to decrease rapidly while a new series 

appears at lower energles. The lines of this new series do 

not change their Dositions up to the ex~erimentally limited 

X lo
g -2 

maximum stress (~1.5 dyn em ). This lack of dependence 

of the line position on stress readily exDlains their sharp-

ness. Random stress in the crystal produced by cislocations 

or by the particular mounting of a sample does not affect 



the linewidth of the D(H,O) spectra. The effect of 

uniaxial stress can be reversed by increasing the sample 

temperature. Around T>9 K the zero stress D(H,O) spectrum 

reappears. All the observed effects are fully reversible 

in temperature and inuniaxial stress, independent of the 

orientation. (The choice of the [lll] direction for Figure l 

is arbitrary.) 

This unconventional behavior of a shallow donor spectrum 

is related to the stress dependence of the lithium-oxygen 

complex.~ The tunneling of the lithium atom between equiva

lent real space positions modifies the groundstate manifold 

and leads to a stress independent set of lines in the photo-

thermal ionization spectrum. In the present system we also 

assume that tunneling is involved: an interstitial hydrogen 

is trapped by an oxygen atom. 

3. THEORY 

3.1 General considerations 

In Figure l many important features of D(H,O) are 

revealed. First we see that at zero stress the donor elec-

tron has an ionization energy E. very similar to that of 
l 

substitutional phosphorous: E.[D(H,O)] = 12.34 meV as 
l 

compared to E.[P] = 12.76 meV. Therefore D(H,O) as phos
l 

phorous, is a shallow donor with an ionization energy sub-

stantially larger than the pure hydrogenic \lY value of 



9.89 meV. In P this deviation is caused mainly by the 

valley~orbit interaction, and results in large shifts under 

uniaxial compression.'\)! In D(H,O) on the other hand, no 

shift is observed, which points to a different cause of the 

ionization energy deviation. 

Secondly the behavior of the lines under small stress 

show that D(H,O) must have at least tetrahedral symmetry, 

Td. An impurity state with a symmetry lower than tetrahedral 

cannot explain the observed spectrum because the lower sym~ 

metry would produce in the crystal a set of equivalent but 

not identical sites which would yield different behaviors 

under uniaxial stress and, therefore, split the spectral 

lines. For instance an impurity localized in a Ge~Ge bond 

gives four equivalent positions and thus, four different 

signals for an arbitrary uniaxial stress. 

Thirdly at a stress of about 2.1 x 10 8 dyn cm~ 2 a drama~ 

tic transition occurs. Over a small stress interval two 

serles coexist, one D
1 

at the same energies as the zero 

stress sDectrum and one D2 at significantly lower energies. 

At higher stress the upper series D disappears and the lower 
l 

one D2 remains unshifted and as sharp as at the transition 

stress. Right at the transition the lines in both series are 

slightly split. The D2 series, which prevails at higher 

stress, corresponds to a donor state with an ionization 

energy of 9.69 meV. If we compare this value with the theo-

retical value of 9.89 meV, we see that the new series has a 



negative deviation from the hydrogenic value. We should 

also note that at larger stress the D
1 

series can be repop

ulated if the temperature is raised sufficiently. 

From the above data, it is clear that uniaxial stress 

alters considerably the structure of the impurity complex. 

It appears to have two states, two configurations we could 

say, with different energies and to each corresponds one 

ionization energy for the donor electron. Uniaxial stress 

changes the energies of the two configurations producing 

8 -2 an inversion of the two at 2.1 x 10 dyn em The sudden 

character of the transition and the coexistence of the two 

series require that the two configurations do not have the 

same symmetry. Previous considerations~ have led us to 

propose that D(H,O) consists of two elements: oxygen and 

hydrogen. Our preference would be for a system where the 

diatomic molecule OH lies in a vacancy site and flips 

(tunnels) between various orientations (see Figure 2). The 

specific way in which the bonds between oxygen, hydrogen 

and germanium are formed is not clear but for our study that 

information is not required. With this physical picture a 

more specific explanation can be given for the dramatic 

transition observed. Let us first note that to have an 

overall symmetry Td the minimum number of equivalent configu

rations that the impurity complex can have is four~ the four 

states with symmetry axes along the <lll> directions. For 



simplicity we suppose that this is the case. The four-fold 

degeneracy, which is then present,is not allowed by the 

symmetry of the lattice and these states must split into 

states which belong to the irreducible representations of 

the symmetry group. As is well known four tetrahedrally 

equivalent states can be combined to form a singlet r 1 

(s type) and a triplet r 5 (p type), or in other words the 

tunneling of the impurity complex between its four equivalent 

configurations splits its groundstate manifold into a singlet 

r1 and a triplet r 5 . Furthermore, the fact that these donors 

are shallow makes it unlikely that the envelope of the elec

tronic wavefunction, which extends over many lattice unit 

cells, would differ appreciably from the simple hydrogenic 

model. We therefore expect an electronic contribution of 

symmetry r 1 . And hence, the overall symmetry of the states 

from which the electronic series arise remain r
1 

and r
5

. 

We expect also the central cell shift in the ionization 

energy of the r 1 state (s like) to be much larger than that 

of the r 5 states (p like). The D1 serles appear to arise 

from the r 1 co iguration and the D2 series from the r 5 

configuration. 

Under a uniaxial stress along a <lll> direction, the 

symmetry group reduces to c3v and 
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As stress is applied the energies of the different configu-

rations change and a crossover occurs if A3 goes below the 

A1 state arising from r
1

. We note that the experimental 

results for D(H,O) are qualitatively different from those 

for LiO which seems to be a similar system. The tunneling 

matrix element for LiO is small~and consequently the 

splitting between the r
1 

and r 5 configurations is also small. 

The electronic states associated with the two types of con-

figurations are intermingled. This gives rise to the 

complex spectrum which was observed for that system instead 

of the hydrogenic series of Figure 1. For D(H,O) we expect 

the tunneling matrix element to be substantially larger so 

that the electroni~ states associated with each configuration 

remain distinct. 

3.2 The Hamiltonian without uniaxial stress 

We now develop a formalism to study the groundstate 

manifold of the dynamic donor system. The theory is written 

for an OH system in a vacancy, but its qualitative features 

can be applied to other situations as well. The Hamiltonian 

is the sum of three terms 

H :::: H + H + H ( 3 ,l) 
e n e-n 

~ere H describes the kinetics of an unbound conduction elece 

tron 1n the germanium lattice, H the dvnamics of the internal 
n -

degree of freedom of the impurity complex (e.g. the dynamics 



+ of the OH system) and H the interaction between the two. 
e-n 

-+ 
If we denote by r the coordinate of the electron with respect 

to the center of mass and by R the internal degree of freedom 

coordinate 

2 -+ ';:( 
H = - (e /sr) + VCr,K) e-n 

( 3. 2) 

In (3.2) the first term describes the electrostatic potential 

felt by the electron at large distances (i.e., the hydrogenic 

term) and V(~,R) is the central cell potential which depends 

-+ 
sensitively on the R degree of freedom. 

The terms 

H 
e 

2 
- (e /sr) ( 3' 3) 

correspond to an ordinary isocoric hydrogenic donor. As is 

well known the conduction band of germanium has four equivalent 

minima located at the L points, i.e., along the <lll> direc-

tions at the Brillouin zone. If one supposes that there lS 

no valley-orbit interaction the groundstate manifold of Hd 

yields four 1 1 states each with a symmetry axis along one of 

the <lll> directions CL1 is the invariant representation of 

the group of the L point~. The four eigenfunctions 

can be labelled xa' xb' xc and xd with symmetry axes along 

[lll], [lll], [lll] and [lll], respectively. With the intro-

duction of valley-orbit interaction Hd can be written 



E e 

~6 v.o 
-/::, v.o 
~!::, 

v.o 
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-6 v.o 

~!::, 
v.o 

-!:, 
v.o 

~6 
v.o 

E e 

-/::, v.o 

-6 v.o 

-6 v.o 

-6 v.o 

E 
e 

( 3. 4) 

where Ee is the energy of the 1 1 state without valley-orbit 

interaction and (-6 ) is the valley-orbit interaction. The v.o 

eigenvalues of Hd are a singlet r 1 with energy[Ee-36v.
0

]and 

a triplet r
5 

with energv[E +6 ]. 
- ed v. o 

The eigenstates of Hn require some discussion. If the 

+ 
"mass" attached to the R degrees of freedom were infinite, 

i.e. ,all kinetic or tunneling effects were to be disregarded, 

+ -+ 
there would be a number of equilibrium positions R

1 
of R 

corresponding to the minima of the potential energy. The 

number of minima must be compatible with the symmetry of 

the acceptor and crystal; for Td symmetry and R1 ~o the small

est number is four and so we assume is our case. For non-

vanishing but finite 11 mass", i.e., when dynamic effects must 

be taken into account, these four positions give rise to four 

indeDendent ground state wavefunctions which we label 

0 ::: [111] ~[S+X+Y+Z] -A 

6 ::: [1ll] ~~) ~ [ S +X- Y- Z ] -B 
( 3 ' 5 ) 

¢ ::: [111] ~[S~X+Y~Z] c 

tl>D ::: [ll1] =~ ~ [ S ~X-Y + Z] 



In (3.5) we have oriented the four positions RI along the 

<111> axes and the functions S and {X,Y,X} are functions 

of R which transform according to the r
1 

and r
5 
represen~ 

tations of Td. In this representation, and neglecting all 

other states, H can be written as a (4x4) matrix given by n 

E -t ~t -t n 

-t E -t -t n 
H :::: ( 3. 6) 

n 
-t -t E -t n 

-t -t -t E n 

whose eigenvalues are [En-3t], a r 1 singlet; and [En+t], a 

r 5 triplet. The matrix element t can be thought of as a 

tunneling contribution. 

The total wavefunction of the complex donor can now be 

written as a linear combination of functions which are 

direct-product functions 

( 3 . 7 ) 

There are sixteen such functi~ns in our manifold ¢AXa' ¢AXb' 

¢DXd' which for simplicity are denoted Aa,Ab ... Dd. We study 

our problem ln this restricted basis set and diagonalize the 

(16xl6) matrix obtained from (3.1). 



~ ~ 

With V(r,R) = 0, the matrix elements have the form 

= <E +E )oii'o I - 11 oii'< o ,) -to ,<1-oii') e n mm v. o mm mm ( 3' 8) 

~ ~ 

The number of distinct matrix elements contributed by V(r,R) 

can be determined by symmetry considerations. We can write 

< Im I V ( ~, R) I I ' m 1 > 

( 3' 9) 

In (3.9) the slx parameters which appear can be separated 

into two classes: intravalley (i.e., interactions of the state 

of a given valley with the impurity complex) and intervalley 

(i.e,, interactions between states of different valleys with 

the impurity complex). The intravalley ones are 11 1 , 11
0 

and 
I 

6 1
; the intervalley ones are 6

2
, 11 3 and 6

0
. 

l 
The unprimed terms 11

1
, 6

0
, 6

2 
and 11 3 are central cell 

potential contributions corresponding respectively to the 

four cases: (l) an intravalley term where the valleys and 

the molecular complex have the same orientation (6
1

); 

(2) an intravalley term where the valleys and the molecular 

complex do not have the same orientation (6 0 ); (3) an 

intervalley term where one of the valley~ is along the axis 
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of the molecular complex but the other is not <~ 2 ) ; and 

(4) an intervalley term where none of the two valleys is 

along the axis of the molecular complex (~ 3 ). The two 

last terms ~ 2 and ~ 3 can be redefined by absorbing into 

them ~ v.o 

~2 -+ ~2 + ~ v.o 

~3 -+ ~3 + ~ v.o 

I I 

(3.10) 

The primed terms ~l and ~O are combined electronic-internal 

structure potential terms, the first being an intravalley. and 

the second an intervalley contribution. 

The rather complicated (l6xl6) matrix can be diagonal-

ized by standard group-theoretical techniques. It corresponds 

to the reduction of 

( 3. ll) 

which yields eigenvalues 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

and a (3x3) matrix for the rs levels 
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I 

-6. -t 1 +26. 2 0 

! 

where 6=~(6. 1 -6. 0 ) and t'=t+6.1 . 

I 

E +E -6. -6. -t'+36. e n 0 3 0 

3.3 Hamiltonian with uniaxial stress 

(3.14) 

The effect of uniaxial stress on the states of the donor 

system can be studied bv adding the term (3.15) to the 

Hamiltonian (3.1) 

K = K + K 
e n 

(3.15) 

where K lS an electronic part and K a term characterizing e n 

the changes ln the impurity complex. We suppose that the 

uniaxial stress is applied along the [111] direction, which 

corresponds to the situation of Figure 1. With a stress 

along [111] it is well known that~ the energy of the valley 

along that direction decreases in energy by (-3E) while the 

other three valleys lncrease by (+E) hence we have simply 

<Im!K II'm'> = 611 ,6 ,[-3Eo +E(l-6 )J 
e mm rna rna 

(3.16) 

where Xa is the state corresponding to the valley along the 

direction of the stress and E ls a positive quantity propor-

tional to the stress. Figure 3(a) gives the variation of 
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the eigenvalues of CH +K ) with e::. The second term K lS e e n 

determined by the symmetry of the basis states of H [see 
n 

Eq. (3.5)]. Since the states ~A consist of a linear combin-

ation of r 1 and r 5 states we can write 

(3.17) 

where 

3/: E' 
2 p e::'-h:e::' s 2 p 

S I ~kq:: I 
s 2 p s'-ks' s 2 p 

s'-h:s' -~s' e::'+h;e::' e::'+h:s' s 2 p p s - p s 2 p 
s = 
~ 

~ 

s'-h:s' s'+h:c' -~c' c'+h:e::' s 2 p s 2 p p s 2 p 

c'-h:e::' e::'+h:c' s'+h:E' -~E I s 2 p s 2 p s 2 p p 

and where E~ characterizes the shift of the r
1 

(s-like) state 

and s; that of the r 5 (p-like) states; E~ is positive if the 

energy of the r 1 state increases with stress; similarly s; 
is positive if the state in r 5 with the symmetry axis along 

the stress rises in energy. A comparison between (3.17) and 

(3.8) shows that c' simply renormalizes t and so does not s 

change the qualitative structure of the Hamiltonian. 

The first point to clarify is under what conditions a 

sharp transition occurs. For this purpose we note again that 

slnce for both small and large stresses simple hydrogenic 

series have been observed the OH+ complex has a tunneling 

matrix element (-t) which is sufficiently large so as to 
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prevent any significant mixing by the V(~,R) interaction of 

the r
1 

and r 5 states of Hn. We can therefore consider only 

the variation with stress of the eigenstates of (H + K ) 
n n 

H + K = n n 

~.;rhere 1=t-s'. s 

E 
n 

E 
n 

E n 

E 
n 

(3.18) 

The symmetry of this Hamiltonian is c3v and its eigen-

states can be trivially obtained. The diagonalization of 

(3.18) corresponds to the reduction of 

(3.19) 

We find that 

E + s' - 1 (3.20) 
n p 

E (A
3

) = E - e:' + 1 
n n p 

(3.21) 

(t>O, e:'>O), (t>O, e:'<O), 
p p Four cases have to be considered: 

(t<O, s'>O) and (t<O, e:'<O). 
D p 

For this analysis we neglect 

the effect of e:'. A quick examination shows that only one s 



case leads to a sharp cross over (t>O, E 1 >0). This corre
p 

sponds to the situation where at zero stress the impurity 

complex ground state is r 1 , and at some critical stress the 

A3 state (originating from r 5 ) crosses below r
1

. That E 1 >0 
p 

means that the uniaxial stress tries to orient the OH 

complex ln the plane perpendicular to the direction of the 

applied stress. A positive value of r' moves the transition s 

to lower stresses. The variation of the eigenvalues of 

(H +K ) as a function of r is given in Figure 3(b) for 
n n 

r' = 3.5r; r' = 0. p s 

The above results are confirmed when a full solution 

of the (l6xl6) complete Hamiltonian is obtained. The diagon-

alization follows the same procedure as in the absence of 

uniaxial stress. With stress the symmetry group is reduced 

to c3v and the representations present in the Hamiltonian 

follow from (3.11) 

(3. 22) 

Analytical solutions cannot be obtained for the A1 and A3 

representations. But a computer analysis shows that to have 

the proper_behavior r 1 should be the zero-stress groundstate 

and A3 is then the groundstate at large stress. A crossover 

is obtained because r1 reduces to A1 in c3v which is always 

orthogonal to A3 and therefore does not interact with it. To 

compare our theory with the experimental results we need the 



energy of the r 1 state in the absence of stress which is 

given by (3.11) and the large stress limit of the A
1 

<r
1

) 

state and of the new ground state A
3

. These latter ener~ 

gies can be obtained analytically by noting that in the 

large stress limit only the valley along the stress is occu~ 

pied. We find that 

From (3.11), (3.21) and (3.22) it follows that 

(a) the ionization energy of the r
1 

level at large 

stress is 

(b) the ionization energy of the A3 level lS 

E = ~E + 6 - 6' 
A e 0 l 

3 

(c) The bending with stress of the r 1 level lS 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

( 3 . 2 5 ) 

(3.26) 

!< 

+ {<6 3 ~o+26 0 +t' ) 2 + 3(6
2
+t'+26 0)

2 } 
2 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 
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We can also add that from the crossover region to any 

larger value of stress, the shift in the A3 level is essen~ 

tially zero. 

The experimental evidence shown in Figure 1 shows 

that the bending of both the A3 and the A
1 

state lS very 

small. That A
3 

does not shift with stress follows directly 

from our model. That A
1 

does not shift appreciably indicates 

on the other hand that the valley orbit interactions are 

small. To have EA ~ Er ~ 0, the intervalley constants 
1 1 

6
2

, 6
3 

and 60 should be small [see Eq. (3.27), (3.28) and 

( 3. 9) J . From Eq. ( 3. 2 5) and ( 3. 2 6) and the fact that the 

separation between the two series D1 and D2 is 6Ei=2.65 meV, 

it follows that 

6 1 = 0. 6 6 meV - 1/s o 
1 

(3.29) 

Equation (3.29) sets an upper bound to 6i,o = ~C6 1 ~6 0 ) is a 

positive number of the order of the l meV at most. Hence 

6 1 is approximately 0.5 to 0.6 meV. If we also suppose that 
1 

(-Ee) is equal to 9.89 meV (the value given by Faulkner~) 

we filld that 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

Though we have two equations for three unknowns some conclusions 

can be drawn. First 6 0 is smaller than 6i by 0.2 D.eV, 
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(i.e., we expect 6 0 ~0.3 to 0.4 meV.) On the other hand, 

6
1 

is very sensitive to the value given to 6 0 or 6i· 

Typically if we suppose 6 0 ~0.4 meV; 61~0.6 meV and 

6 1 ~1.4 meV, which glves an idea of the order of magnitude 

of the constants. We note that the separation between the 

two series D1 and D2 is essentially due to 6i, the element 

that describes the combined intravalley electronic-internal 

structure. The separation between the two series has the 

same origin as the splitting in the groundstate \Y of the 

acceptors A(H,Si) and A(H,C). There is no way to estimate 

with our present data the tunneling matrix element !' 

which is not an electronic term. We expect it however to 

be of the same order of magnitude as 6l. 

An example of the complete eigenvalues of H as a 

function of s is shown in Figure 3(c) for s'=O, s'=3.5£ and s p 

6
2

=6 3=6 0=0, 6
0
=0.40t, 61=1.40t, and 6l=0.6t. 

The ionization energy of the groundstate can be obtained 

bv subtracting the value of the groundstate energy at a 

given stress [Figure 3(c)] from the sum of the lowest elec

tronic energy [Figure 3(a), the [111] valley] and the internal-

degree-0~-freedom energy of the same symmetry, i.e., A
1 

if 

the ground state is A1 and A3 if the ground state is A3 

[Figure 3(b)]. This can be easily understood if we remember 

that, upon ionization, the electron performs a transition 

to the conduction band state (valley) which makes its wave 
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function in the impurity, and the internal degree of freedom, 

as given by H , lS frozen in the transition. The difference 
n 

between the A1 and A3 levels of (Hn+Kn) in Figure 3(b) at 

the stress corresponding to the ground state crossover of 

the total energy [Figure 3(c)] gives the difference 1n energy 

6E. between the ionization energ1es and between two correspond
l 

1ng lines of the D
1 

and D
2 

series. 

It is at this point appropriate to comment on the split-

ting observed in the series right at the transition stress. 

Our model has assumed that the stress was perfectly aligned 

along the [111] direction and that the c3v symmetry is exactly 

fulfilled. If that is not the case, there is no longer 

uniaxial symmetry, a coupling (albeit small) between the A1 

and A
3 

states is introduced and the cross over is no longer 

sharp. At the crossover point a small splitting appears, 

with each state being a linear combination of the A1 and A3 

symmetries. Transitions to the higher states of either 

series are possible from each of the split off states and 

therefore the lines should all be doubled. 

We conclude this section with a br f discussion of 

the effects of temperat~re on the two series. We have observed 

that above the transition stress, the D
1 

series can be repop

ulated by raising the temperature, whereas at zero stress the 

D
2 

series cannot be populated easily. Within our model which 

assumes a linear variation with stress, the effect of teQper-

ature should be symmetrical with respect to the transition 

stress. Since we estimate the tunneling matrix element to 

be of the order of l meV, or the separation between the r 
1 
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r 5 configurations to be of the order of several meV, we do 

not expect that at zero stress D
2 

can be populated by temper

atures of 10 K or so. Nor do we expect D1 to be populated 

at the same temperature at a stress of 4xl0 8dyn/cm2 . That 

the latter occurs should not be considered as a serious 

drawback of the theory. It simply indicates that non-

linearities are present even for the relatively small stresses 

that are involved here. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that the complex donor D(H,O) -produces 

photoconductivity spectra which, at a well defined stress, 

exhibit an abrupt change in the electronic ionization energy 

of the groundstate configuration. This behavior can only 

be explained if the complex has an internal degree of freedom. 

The uniaxial stress affects differently the different states 

of the complex and produces the crossover of two orthogonal 

non-interacting states. In spite of the fact that more than 

seven parameters are involved in the theory, the qualitative 

features are reproduced with a minimum number of conditions 

on their sign and order of magnitude. The required choices 

show great similarities~between the donors D(H,O), 

D(Li,O) and the acceptors A(H,Si) and A(H,C). First the 

tunneling matrix element ltl and the combined electronic, 

internal structure term appear to be of the same order of 

magnitude for D(H,O), A(H,Si) and ACH,C) but significantly 



smaller for D(Li,O). These terms depend essentially on 

the interstitial atom. The first three complexes involve 

hydrogen and therefore the constants related to the tunnel

ing of the system between its equivalent configurations 

should have the same order of magnitude. On the other hand 

lithium is a heavier and larger element which tunnels with 

more difficulty between its equivalent positions and hence 

the tunneling matrix elements should be much smaller. 

Secondly for both D(H,O) and D(Li,O) the valley-orbit inter

actions and in fact all intervalley terms are negligibly 

small whereas the intravalley central-cell potential terms 

appear to be similar for both donors, This is an interesting 

result which must be related to the presence of 0 in both 

donors, more specifically to the polarizations induced by 

the bonds between oxygen, the interstitial and the germanium 

atoms. Thirdly the two acceptors A(H,Si) and A(H,C) have 

qualitatively the same properties. Finally the fact that 

the crossover lS between A
1 

(s-like) and A3 (p-like) states 

explains qualitatively why the gross features of the spectra 

are, as experimentally found, roughly independent of the 

direction of the applied stress~ to the first approximation 

the destruction of cubic symmetry can be thought of as a 

reduction from a spherical to an axial environment for the 

internal degree of freedom. 
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It is worthwhile to remark that a similar crossover 

does not occur for the two acceptors A(H,Si) and A(H,C) 

because in those complexes the p-like configuration is 

already the groundstate at zero stress. 

We have now identified at least four systems [A(H,C), 

A(H,Si), D(H,O) and D( ,0)] in which the dynamics of 

internal degrees of freedom (dynamic tunneling) play an 

important role in the electronic properties, The phenomenon 

seems to be of general validity for complex impurity systems 

which involve the very light elements. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 Photothermal ionization spectra of an ultra~pure 

germanium sample at three different values of compressional 

stress along [111]. The sample contains phosphorous donors 

[P] in addition to D(H,O). 

Figure 2 A schematicrepresentation of the OH complex for 

a vacancy site (tetrahedral symmetry), 

Figure 3 Stress dependence of the varlous eigenvalues. 

(a) The energy of the four valleys in the conduction band 

of Ge, given by (H +K ), 
e e 

(b) The states of the internal 

degree of freedom (H +K ), which are also the states of n n 
OH + 

the ionized donor (c) The energy of the fully 

interacting systems H in the ground state manifold. The 

stress is applied along [111]. Values of the parameters 

are glven in the text and all energies are ln units of t. 

The ionization energy of the comolex donor is obtained by 

subtracting the groundstate energy A1 or A3 at a glven str.ess 

(c) from the sum of the [lll] valley energy (a) and the lOnlc 

energy (b) of the same A symmetry. The energy difference 

between the two series D1 and D2 is given by 6Ei. 
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